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ABSTRACT
After the fire that took place in the cathedral Notre-Dame de Paris,
a Scientific research group composed of 9 Working Groups was set
up to study the building. With the aim of creating a digital ecosys-
tem for spatio-temporal monitoring of a restoration site, efforts
have been put to develop methodologies for data management and
enrichment. In line with this approach, this work focuses on the
exploration, analysis and enrichment of a corpus of images and
annotations of the cathedral, with regards to their temporal, spatial
and semantic aspects, in addition to their visual content. Using
prevailing clustering methods focusing on different criteria, we
obtained several clusters of images from which new information
can be inferred. By exploring these complementary aspects, we
identified similarity links between the images. Further work will
focus on multimodal analyses of the corpus.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→ Clustering and classification; Simi-
larity measures; • Computing methodologies → Matching.

KEYWORDS
Cultural Heritage, Semantic analysis, Multimodality, Data enrich-
ment
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Context
On 15 April 2019, a fire started in the Notre-Dame de Paris cathe-
dral, destroying most of its roof when the spire collapsed. At first,
generating a deep emotion from people all around the world, it
quickly became an unprecedented and unique opportunity for the
scientific community to study the building.

The research group for the study of Notre-Dame de Paris has
been organized around 9 thematic Working Groups (WGs) with
more than 175 researchers from disciplines as various as archaeol-
ogy, history, architecture, computer science, physics, chemistry, etc.
These researchers produce a massive quantity of heterogeneous
data which led to the introduction of the n-dame digital ecosystem
[7] developed to bring together new tools and methods for the
analysis of these data, with regards to their spatial, temporal and
morphological characteristics [8, 9].

In this work, we intend to approach the problem of analyzing,
structuring and enriching massive corpus of images of Cultural
Heritage (CH) restoration sites, with the help of the construction
of similarity links relying on different modalities and clustering
methods, applied to all three dimensions identified here – temporal,
spatial and semantic – and to their visual content.

1.2 Challenges
One of the definitions of Big Data involves three distinctive features:
volume, velocity and variety. Although not applicable as such in the
humanities (this is particularly true for the velocity property) [25],
this definition highlights three characteristics that can be found in
the data produced by the researchers working on the study of Notre-
Dame de Paris and represent different challenges to overcome.
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First, the massive quantity of data (the volume property, rela-
tively to what humanities produce) makes it nearly impossible for
a human being to comprehend and analyse all the data available.
Automatic methods and tools are needed to allow any user to have
a clear picture of what is the data and how each entry interacts with
the others. Second, the continuous production of data (even though
not as constant and instantaneous as in other domains, this produc-
tion can be considered as a reduction of the velocity property to its
incremental nature) needs to be addressed by the implementation
of methods that can be applied to an ever-increasing amount of
data. And third, the data produced is particularly heterogeneous
(the variety characteristic) and of a ’real world’ nature: each sam-
ple, description, image, etc. is a human-produced element in the
specific context of a restoration site, in our case the restoration of
Notre-Dame de Paris. Hence the common digital framework the
Digital Data WG is working on [7].

1.3 Objectives
This work focuses on the photographs acquired for the spatio-
temporal monitoring of the cathedral’s restoration. This specific
item has been chosen for its inherent transversal quality, through
time and disciplines. Indeed, many pictures have been taken before
and after the fire, allowing a comparison between the different states
of the cathedral, including the evolution of the restoration work
done in the building. Furthermore, images are the carrier for many
more information than the plain visual content they bare: scientists
use pictures to keep track of samples’ extraction sites, to identify the
differences and similarities between several elements of a similar
nature, across time and space, etc. Hence, images record activities,
observations, steps of workflows or documentation. Exploring the
potential of this implied information is at the core of this study. We
want to make this information explicit or at least to uncover the
potential in terms of analysis and processing for enrichment.

In that respect, images can be enriched through the use of di-
verse metadata, falling under one of the following dimensions: time,
space and semantics. Thus, we need to consider not only the visual
content of the images, but all associated metadata that allow us
understand more than what the plain visual content of the images.
With an appropriate common framework structuring the data, it is
possible to develop and integrate automatic methods to ease the
analysis and enrich the corpus.

We will shortly introduce work related to the structuring and
analysis of massive corpus of heterogeneous CH data in Section
2. Then, we will present in Section 3 the specific features of the
data we focus on. Sections 4 and 5 address the methods used to
analyse our data – namely, clustering methods – and the results
we obtained. Finally, we conclude and present our future work in
Section 6.

2 STATE OF THE ART
The documentation of CH objects [12] and processes [6] is a major
concern for the CH community, especially as the volume of data
increases. A well-documented digital CH item can be easily found
and used, which is essential for a good data management. However

the task of manually adding metadata to the assets can be time-
consuming, hence the development of automatic processes for CH
data enrichment. These methods can be divided into two groups:
the learning-based techniques and the ’handcrafted’ ones.

Several of the methods imply the use of Machine Learning (ML)
or Deep Learning (DL) to enrich datasets, whether supervised (with
pre-determined labels) or unsupervised (without those labels). The
literature on the subject is abundant. [21] introduces and adapts
a multimodal ML approach to predict some chosen properties for
digital artefacts. [3] proposes a classification and annotationmethod
based on Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) for visual features
learning subsequently merged with textual metadata. [13] presents
as well an application of CNNs for the automatic classification
of images of architectural heritage in order to help researchers
and historians in the documentation process. Nevertheless, these
supervised, learning-based approaches require efforts and a pre-
defined list of labels to be applied to the images. This can be proved
very inefficient when dealing with data still unexplored. Therefore,
data exploration with unsupervised tools is a necessary first step
to understand the data.

Clustering, generally considered as a specific case of classifica-
tion, is an unsupervised task used to attribute unknown labels to
the elements. The labeling is done with regards to a certain sim-
ilarity shared among the elements [24]. This type of task can be
of great use to gather some understanding of the data in the early
stages of exploration [10] especially as clustering is often expected
to produce interpretable results [20]. As highlighted by [20, 24, 28],
because of a lack of consensus on the definition of ’cluster’, several
classifications and taxonomies of clustering methods have been
developed and express the variety of techniques that can be used
to create clusters. The choice of technique depends on both the
type of data available and the expected results. Therefore, a good
understanding of the characterization of the data at hand is nec-
essary before turning to an exploration of the relations between
these data.

3 DATA: IMAGE CHARACTERISTICS
In this section, we propose to briefly inventory the data and meta-
data characterizing the images of the corpus, starting with their
visual content and going on with the three other dimensions of
interest. To introduce these data, we will begin with a description
of the data sources for our case study.

3.1 Data Sources
All along their life cycle, from their production to their archiving,
images are enriched through diverse methods (for instance, manual
tagging to describe an image content with keywords).

In our case study, most of these data come from Aïoli, "a reality-
based 3D annotation platform, which allows a multidisciplinary
community to build semantically-enriched 3D descriptions of her-
itage artefacts from simple images and spatialized annotations" [1].
In this platform, a user can create a project, usually limited to a
single object or an area of interest, from a set of pictures acquired
following a photogrammetric protocol. From these pictures, a point
cloud is reconstructed and presented in a 2D/3D viewer, along with
the spatialized pictures whose position and orientation are now
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Figure 1: Example of Aïoli data
(a) types of regions appearing on the image (b) image from an acquisition process in one of the chapels with the regions in color (c) extract of the hierarchical categorization used to

organize the annotations in this project (d) extract of the description sheet associated to the annotation CA19_ECAIL9

known. The user can then annotate any picture by drawing a region
of interest on it which is then re-projected on any other image on
which this region appears [1].

An Aïoli annotation is composed of user-defined elements: the
region drawn on the image, a name, and a description sheet. The
name belongs to a hierarchy created by the user to organise the
different regions of a project in different categories. The description
sheet is generated by various contents (such as files, free texts, etc.)
chosen by the user to contextualise the regions. Figure 1 presents
these elements.

In our case study, the regions of interest and related descriptions
(ie, the annotations and their images) come from the digital version
of the condition report provided by professionals in the field and
were digitized in Aïoli [22]. Thus, the annotation tool provides both
images and qualitative contextualized information in the form of
experts’ annotations. The resulting dataset reflects the practice and
knowledge in the field of conservation and restoration.

3.2 Image characteristics
3.2.1 Visual Content. The visual content of an image is the first
accessible data when no metadata is available. It is a low level data
that can be automatically analyzed with many approaches coming
from image analysis, indexing, computer vision and more generally
AI. Note that we can analyze and describe the whole content of the
image as well as focus on parts or details.

The visual content is not always enough to describe the images
and build a structured corpus of images. Thus, all metadata associ-
ated with the images (as presented in the following subsections) is
a valuable information that can be used, sometimes in conjunction
with the visual content, to deduce new information from the study
of the corpus of images.

3.2.2 Time. Any image possesses a date of acquisition resulting
from the acquisition itself. All images in the corpus is therefore
part of a timeline including all known acquisition dates for all these
images (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Timeline of the date of acquisition of some of the
images

An acquisition date is usually composed of a day and an hour
of acquisition, allowing different degrees or levels of analysis: all
images taken the same day can be compared to each other, with
regards to their hours of acquisition. But the days of acquisition
inscribe the images in a larger temporality: one can consider days,
weeks or even months to be a more appropriate scale to compare
the images to each other. The periods can be identified as specific
activities that took place in the cathedral: for instance, a picture
of the nave taken during the process of cleaning the space has a
date (and time) of acquisition placing this image in the specific day
it was taken, but also in the period during which various people
came to clear the floor of the nave by recovering the debris that
littered it.

3.2.3 Space. The spatial dimensionmay be represented in different
ways; in our case, each image can be associated to a 6-dimensional
vector (3 values for the position and 3 for the orientation) defined
in a reference system common to all the images in the corpus.
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Figure 3: Spatialization of the images
(a) example of an image’s coordinates and location in one of the Aïoli chapel projects

(b) location of the same project in the cathedral (in green)

It is possible to consider the image by itself, and thus, get an idea
of where it was taken, but it is also possible to look at its position in
the corpus, that is, to compare it with the other images’ positions. It
is also interesting to consider the scale of the restoration project: as
the building is particularly huge, it has been "divided" into several
spaces (such as the nave, the choir, etc.) which are in turn divided
into smaller spaces (Figure 3).

3.2.4 Semantics. Here, the semantic dimension is understood as
any string of characters associated with an image describing or
enhancing it.

As explained in Section 3.1, we consider the semantic data com-
ing from the Aïoli database from which we identified two types of
textual data:

• free descriptive texts: user-defined texts from the description
sheet associated to a region drawn by the user (Figure 1 (d))

• hierarchical categorization: the tree-like structure of data to
which belong the name of the annotation (Figure 1 (c))

Similarly to the temporal and spatial dimensions, different scales
of semantic data can be explored. First, descriptive texts are com-
posed of single words giving insights on what’s really about the im-
age. But those words can also be part of structures such as controlled
vocabularies, glossaries, thesauri and ontologies. These different

Figure 4: Example of visually alike images from the projects
IE_CH_CA19 and IE_NF_CA25

levels of structures give higher and higher degrees of precision and
information.

The semi-structured hierarchical categorization of the regions is
another interesting data structure to characterize the images and
allows different entry point to explore the data related to an image:
one could be interested in the leaf node level or any higher level in
the hierarchy.

4 METHODS: CLUSTERING
In this section, we present a selection of clustering methods based
on the different modalities chosen to explore the corpus of im-
ages. These well-proven methods serve as illustrations of image
clustering for spatio-temporal monitoring of restoration sites.

4.1 Visual Clusters
The aim of visual clustering is to group images by visual content
similarity (Figure 4) to directly create links between the images or
to be the basis of further analysis of the other modalities. The data
considered is the image itself.

Several algorithms andmethods have been developed throughout
the years to match images based on their content. Some of these
techniques rely on learning (for instance, DELF [16]) whereas others
are considered "hand-crafted": SIFT [14], SURF [2] or ORB [23], to
name but a few. These image matching algorithms and techniques
can be used to create clusters of images sharing similar visual
contents.

However, as the learning-based methods might not work as
well on our dataset because of the specificity of our domain (CH
restoration sites), for this exploratory work we decided to focus
on hand-crafted methods: the SIFT and ORB algorithms (Figure 5).
Clusters can subsequently be created based on the similarity shown
by the matching keypoints between each pair of images.

4.2 Temporal Clusters
Clustering the images by date of acquisition groups images close
in time even though they may not share the same visual features.

To achieve this temporal clustering, we consider the day and
hour of acquisition of each image. A quick visualization of the data
(as in Figure 6) allows us to get an idea of the clusters that can be
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Figure 5: Examples of hand-crafted matching algorithms
(left) SIFT (right) ORB

The colored lines correspond to the pairs of matching keypoints

Figure 6: Beeswarm plot of the images’ dates of acquisitions (from February 2019 to July 2020)
Each dot corresponds to an image with a known date of acquisition.

The colors correspond to four of the five projects of the dataset (see Section 5.1 for more details on the selected projects).

identified. As a one-dimensional variable, it may not be necessary to
use powerful methods such as k-means and related n-dimensional
clustering techniques. However, a simple histogram technique is
not suitable either as the bins’ width is constant whereas we need
to be able to create different-sized bins. Thus, we decided to use a
visualisation tool for a first exploration of the temporal clusters that
could be created with our data. RawGraphs [15] offers several charts
for data with a temporal dimension. A beeswarm plot displays items
as dots over a horizontal line and uses the vertical space to avoid
overlaps. The clusters are then deduced from a visual inspection of
the resulting chart.

4.3 Spatial Clusters
The aim of spatial clustering is to group images together by geo-
graphical proximity, and for this purpose we have access to the
position and orientation of the images.

Based on the division of the cathedral into spaces, we chose to
first study the position of the images, regardless of their orienta-
tion. Using a Principal Components Analysis as a visualization tool
to empirically determine clusters, the data (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 coordinates of
the images) is first centered and reduced. Thus, we get a prelimi-
nary visualization of the principal components of the position data
(Figure 7). As for the temporal clustering, the spatial clusters are
determined from a visual inspection of the resulting PCA.

4.4 Semantic Clusters
Semantic clustering aims to highlight the similarities between im-
ages that might not be visible directly on the images: in the context

of a restoration site, two images might present different artefacts
with the same types of alterations and still be visually dissimilar.

For this exploratory semantic clustering, we focused on the semi-
structured hierarchical categorization of the regions drawn on the
images, that is any sub-tree of the general tree of alteration patterns
presented on Figure 9 (examples of sub-trees are given in Figure 11).
Therefore, the resulting clusters take into account only part of the
semantic data available in Aïoli. But as a complex data structure
used to characterize an image, it is a good entry point to study
semantic clusters.

To create clusters based on these hierarchical categorizations,
a tree-like data structure (a custom Python class) is built for each
image. These trees are then compared with a Tree Edit Distance
(TED), an adaptation of the string edit distance to ordered labeled
trees [26]. The editions considered are: a label modification, a node
insertion, and a node deletion. Various algorithms have been de-
veloped to compute this TED [4]. We decided to use the Python
implementation of the APTED algorithm [17, 18] for its efficiency
and ease of use. Each tree is thus compared to all other trees to
create a 𝑛 ∗ 𝑛 distance matrix, 𝑛 being the total number of images.
Each coefficient of the matrix is the TED computed between the
trees (hierarchical categoriization) of a pair of images. This matrix
is then used to create the clusters with Agglomerative Clustering
from the Scikit-learn library [19], a hierarchical clustering method
with a "bottom-up" approach [20]. This algorithm takes several
parameters in input: a number of clusters and a linkage method
(ie: the distance to use between sets of observation). We decided
to limit the number of clusters to the number of projects because
a smaller number would likely not be enough to differentiate the
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images on this criterion, and a higher one would probably create
too many groups and hinder the purpose of creating links between
the pictures. Following the literature [11], we chose the most used
linkage method, namely the average one.

5 EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS
In this Section, we aim to show how the different clustering ap-
proaches, used to explore the corpus, can help create an understand-
ing of the data and gather new information.

5.1 Dataset
After three years of work, 240 projects – as defined in the Aïoli
platform (cf. Section 3.1) – have been created with more than 9,000
annotationswith an average of 49 annotations per annotated project
[22]. From these data, we selected 5 representative projects and
created a dataset with more than 1000 images and 300 distinct an-
notations. The statistics for this dataset are presented in the Table 1.
This selection of data allowed us to experiment with the clustering
analysis methods presented here, while reducing computing times.

5.2 Analysis of the clustering methods
5.2.1 Visual Clusters. The image matching techniques, such as
presented in Figure 5, show potential to create visual links between
the images. Automating the creation of such links will provide a
strong basis to build upon, especially when considering the other
dimensions. Indeed, the exploration of visual (dis)similarity can
improve the analysis of temporal, spatial, and semantic clusters by
providing low-level information on the images grouped together.
By taking advantage of the visual links created between the images,
an enrichment process can be set up to propagate data from image
to image and contribute to an image-level enrichment of pictures
with no or few metadata.

On a corpus-level enrichment, preliminary analysis of temporal,
spatial, and semantic clusters is necessary to determine where they
benefit from these visual links. Hence, the analysis of the other
clustering methods that follows.

5.2.2 Temporal Clusters. The visual analysis of the Beeswarm plot
presented in Figure 2 shows three main clusters roughly corre-
sponding to the months of February 2019, July 2019 and around
June/July 2020. The colors correspond to four different acquisition
phases of the cathedral’s spaces, two of which took place in a few
days in July 2020 (on the 9th and 11th). From what we know (cf. Ta-
ble 1), we can also see that there were probably two major phases
for the acquisitions that took place after the fire: the first one in
2019 for the outside, and the second one in 2020 for the interior
spaces. This actually corresponds to a practical reality: right after
the fire, the inside of the cathedral was not accessible due to the
debris that fell into the nave. Thus, the acquisition process mainly
focused on the areas outside the cathedral at that time, before the
indoor spaces were cleared and workers were allowed inside.

Based on the dates, we can infer new information: periods of
time separated by events such as the start or ending of an acqui-
sition process. We can also consider the different scales of time:
one could be interested in the daily acquisition processes whereas
another might want to get a more global view of the recording of

the cathedral on a monthly or even yearly scale, for instance. These
information can then be used to enrich the corpus of images by
characterizing their temporality with higher-level concepts.

As for now, this clustering analysis is just visual and only vali-
dated bywhat people know of theworksite, but it could be improved
by automatic methods to precisely define the boundaries of the clus-
ters. Furthermore, these dates cover only the acquisition process
and no physical changes that might occur in the cathedral. Thus,
it could be interesting to cross this modality with the spatial and
visual aspects of the images to determine whether a modification of
the spaces happened between the acquisitions of two images. This
change might denote that a new cluster boundary is needed and
thus create a new level of clusters.

5.2.3 Spatial Clusters. As shown on Figure 7, the PCA provides
an illustration of the potential clusters that can be drawn from
the analysis of the positions (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 coordinates of the images).
We can visually distinguish four main clusters, validated by prior
knowledge of the corpus.

Cluster 𝐵 could be further divided into three smaller clusters.
These images are part of the project "IE_NF_CB_ExtradosEst" (the
extrados of the vaults) and the three sub-clusters actually corre-
spond to the lines followed by the rope access technicians who
carried out the acquisitions of this type of difficult-to-access spaces
(Figure 8). This is a peculiarity that is not seen in the other projects
and differentiates it from these.

Similarly, cluster 𝐶 encompasses both of the exterior projects:
E_NF_TA_TAC_CouverturesNord (the roof covering between the
aisles 29 an 39) and E_NF_T31_ContrefortF31 (the buttress F31 along
the aisle 31). The pictures of these two projects were actually taken
in the same zone of the cathedral: the buttress F31 is included in
the space between the aisles 29 to 39. This is an illustration of the
complexity of the structuring of the spaces of the cathedral and how
they are related to each other. In this example, the PCA highlights
the closeness between several images which are indeed located in
the same range.

Thus, from the images’ positions, we can deduce new informa-
tion in the form of clusters that can be structured into several
layers of hierarchy: levels of spaces included in one another. Those
spaces can then be used to characterize the images by providing
higher-level information tan their spatial coordinates.

5.2.4 Semantic Clusters. For the purpose of this demonstration we
selected a few annotations from the condition report and aligned the
expressions used in this report with a few terms defined in glossaries
of stone alteration phenomena and sources [5, 27] (Figure 9). The
statistics for this sample of the whole dataset is presented in the
Table 2.

As explained in Section 4.4, we only considered the hierarchical
categorisation of the regions drawn on the images. This gave us
some preliminary results to build upon (Figure 10). The images of a
given project mostly belong to several clusters, indicating a variety
of alteration patterns in a given space of the cathedral. Likewise, the
clusters are mainly distributed over several projects: even though
pictures are located in different parts of the cathedral (inside or
outside the cathedral, in the nave or in the choir, at the roof level,
etc.) or are visually dissimilar, they do share some alteration patterns
(Figure 11).
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Table 1: Description of the dataset used for the experiments

project name acq day I/E broad loc typology #img #acq time #spatial #regions #annot im
IE_CH_CA19 11/06/20 I choir chapel 93 93 93 92 93
IE_NF_CA25 09/06/20 I nave chapel 94 94 94 106 94
E_NF_T31_ContrefortF31 03/02/19 E nave buttress 16 16 16 31 16
IE_NF_CB_ExtradosEst —- I nave roof 443 0 443 84 433
E_NF_TA_TAC_CouverturesNord 06/07/19 E nave roof terrace 596 200 596 18 593

1242 403 1242 331 1229
The first two columns indicate the name of the project and the day of acquisition (dd/mm/yy) of the images constituting the projects; the third column states whether the images
were taken inside (I) or outside (E) the cathedral; the following two columns specify the location and type of space/element; then, a few statistics are given (total number of images,

number of images with known acquisition time, number of images with known location, number of regions and number of images with at least one region) per project.

Figure 7: PCA on the 𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧 coordinates of the images
The colors correspond to the five projects for which the positions of the images are known

Figure 8: Screenshot of the point cloud and spatialized pic-
tures of the Extrados of the Vaults

Table 2: Statistics for the selected regions of interest

#regions #annot img
total 331 1229
selection 166 996

In order to use the Agglomerative Clustering function, we had
to set the number of clusters. This is not an easy choice, especially
when the aim of this clustering is also to explore the data. One

Figure 9: Stone alteration patterns
This is the global tree-like structure of the terms considered. Thus, hierarchical

categorization trees of any image will be a sub-tree of this one

potential solution to this could be to take advantage of the "bottom-
up" nature of this clustering algorithm and compute the whole
dendrogram of clusters instead of stopping it when the given num-
ber of clusters is reached. This could be helpful for the analysis
of the corpus and create further hierarchical knowledge about the
images.

Another improvement to this exploration lies in the use of more
semantic data. Taking into account the number and size of each type
of regions per image to build the trees and compute the distance
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Figure 10: Clusters of images based on hierarchical catego-
rization
The numbers of images are represented per project (lines), per cluster (columns)

Figure 11: Example of images and their associated annotation-
based tree
(left) image from project IE_NF_CB_ExtradosEst in cluster 2 (center) image from

project IE_CH_CA19 in cluster 2 (right) image from project IE_CH_CA19 in cluster 0
The images from the same project are spatially close but the (left) and (center) ones
share more similar trees (both have only "detachment" alteration patterns whereas

(right) show more of them).

between two of them might help refine this distance. Indeed, two
imagesmight have similar trees (ie, the same types of regions appear
on both pictures) but one of the region type could bemore numerous
or bigger on one of the images, suggesting that the alteration is
more present on this image than on the other one.

5.3 Global analysis
Due to time constraints, only prior knowledge has been used to
evaluate the relevance of the visual and hierarchical clustering
of the data. Nevertheless, these different methods of clustering
show interesting results for each of the dimensions. They allow to
discover new information that can be used to enrich the corpus
of images, and can further be utilized to create and answer more

complex queries. These exploratory tools are complementary and
serve the same purpose, namely, the analysis and enrichment of the
corpus. Such techniques highlight similarities between images that
would not have been shown if the visual aspect had been considered
alone.

From different types of values characterizing an image (dates,
positions, annotations, etc.), it has been possible to create groups
of similar images (sharing the same features) and thus, observe
them along different axes, understand better their complexity and
infer new information which, in turn, can be layered to depict the
different scales that can be adopted to study the building. This is
further noticeable with a hierarchical construction of the clusters:
each level of clusters brings its own information on the images
grouped together at that level.

On an image level (as opposed to a corpus level where we con-
sider the information related to the whole corpus or groups of
images) the visual links can be further taken advantage of, in con-
junction with other types of clusters, to propagate data from image
to image: when introducing a new image with no or few metadata
to the corpus, the visual similarity between this new image and
the ones in the corpus, organised in temporal, spatial and semantic
clusters, can be used to deduce metadata to enrich the new image.

6 CONCLUSION & FURTHERWORK
This paper explored a corpus of images based on clusteringmethods.
We showed that, through the clustering of different dimensions
(temporal, spatial, semantic, and visual), it is possible to observe
them along different axes, to understand better their complexity and
then to infer new information to enrich the corpus of images. The
analyses of the different dimensions were developed separately to
evaluate their own potential to enrich the data. The visual analysis
of the visual content, the acquisition dates of the images and the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the positions, as well as
the agglomerative clustering based on a distance matrix of Tree
Edit Distance (TED) computed on the annotations have composed
this statistical exploration of the dataset. In order to automatize the
data enrichment, the multimodal statistical analysis is a mandatory
step to test and validate the workflow and results that will further
be enriched by a validation method such as the Silhouette Score.
Albeit low level data type, the images in the dataset function as a
foundational layer: they confirm or infirm the results visually for
the user. The next step is to go from multidimensionality (separate
modalities) to combined variables (multimodality and fusion).
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